One of the fundamental problems in understanding the brain, in particular the cerebral 2 cortex, is that we only have a partial understanding of the basic communication protocols that 
frequencies. While there is still a complete understanding of how the neural circuitry could con- 
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The input to the cell's dendrites consists of clusters of spikes realizing a delay code on the order 129 of 5 ∼ 10 milliseconds, and this is multiplicatively modulated by inputs proximal to the soma. In Illustrative gamma modulation constructed to match their zero phase points to coincide with their corresponding spike. For any spike generation instant as long as all the neurons in the cohort are identically modulated, they will be effectively connected. (c) Schematic of the overall architecture posited for making it sensitive to spiking at a the rise point in the gamma cycle. Thus it acts as a filter for incoming spikes in that interval. Other neurons that are also identically modulated in that interval form apart of components of a desired interconnected network. If the somas of a large network are randomly modulate by a discrete set of frequencies, then subsets of neurons using instantaneous common frequencies define effectively private networks.
In the model, each of the computations would be solving separate arbitrary problems. The implicit general assumption is any arbitrary process will be able to be expressed as an attractor dynamics 151 with a time constant of a small amount of gamma cycles. However for illustrative purposes the 152 situation is simplified in this exposition. Instead of arbitrary computations, we use multiple in-153 stances of the familiar computation of representing image patches with receptive fields in striate 154 cortex using sparse coding. This setting is useful as it is familiar, yet lays bare several issues that 155 would have to be tackled in any process encoding.
156
The sparse coding example, due to Olshausen and Field [1997] , asserts that the early visual 157 cortex prefers to develop neurons with receptive fields structured to represent the statistics of nat-158 ural images, and moreover the receptive fields for such representations are chosen to have relatively 159 few neurons active at any one time. This coding strategy can be achieved if the set of learned 160 receptive fields is sparse, meaning that the number of chosen receptive fields is significantly less 161 than the number needed to represent the input's degrees of freedom exactly. Such a reduced set 162 can be chosen for any particular input.
163
The GSM model assumes that a spike can represent an analog quantity as a phase delay [Vinck 164 et al., 2010], with a reference point chosen as the gamma frequency's zero crossing, as shown in 
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There has been a great amount of research into the neural representation of such probabilities 172 in neural networks, but the large majority of them are subject to the earlier criticisms advanced of 173 population coding. The GSM formalism posits that spikes signal explicit analog values at gamma 174 frequency rates and consequentially computationally is much faster.
175
Regardless of the representation, a crucial feature in coding stimuli is that the neurons are fields at the expense of others, with the consequence that sampling such distorted fields for stimulus 188 coding will not be Bayesian.
189
For sparse coding to be a candidate for the model, its algorithm must be able to compute its wanders around the network differently on each gamma cycle. 
Process Mixing Simulation

214
The simulation is straightforward. The initial step is to specify the number of processes. For each 
218
The assumption is that competing inputs that collide with a process's input will be rare owing to 219 the sparseness of spikes in the network, and if they do the perturbation to the signal will be small.In 220 the same way if less than the selected number of cells is allowed the error will be likewise very small 221 (See Fig. 4 ). Table 1 shows the parameters chosen for the particular simulation. The central parameters 223 chosen for the processes are chosen to be representative but are unknown in a mammalian system.
222
224
In primates, the number of simultaneously active processes may be linked to working memory, and in 225 that case the number would be four. However much less is known about the use of unconscious, over- The rationale for choosing these parameters is given as follows: sensitivity to the Pulfrich pendulum illusion [Lit, 1960] that implies a sensitivity to 5 ∼ 20 237 milliseconds and the need to keep the phase delay less than half the gamma frequency period.
238
To this is added the refractory interval d r , taken to be 3 milliseconds. in Fig. 5a , the spike interpretations change dramatically.
257
Besides the modulating frequencies there are two additional details that can be depicted. These 258 are components of the generating processes, which utilize mechanisms that effectively prevent com-259 peting processes from using a neuron if it is in the act of generating a spike. The effects of these 260 mechanisms is illustrated in Fig. 5b , which shows the lockout periods used in each spike's gener-261 ation. Since the simulation also keeps track of the particular process that each spike is engaged 262 in, their particular image patch encoding, the lockout intervals can be color coded by process.
263
Consequently each spike can be shown with an interval surround that includes its delay code plus 264 a subsequent recovery interval. Table 1 . Spikes are rendered with 2 ms thickness for visibility. (a) The spikes in the simulations, they might appear in a simultaneous recording where rows represent specific neurons. (b) Since each spike is generated in the context of a specific gamma frequency modulator, it can be color coded by that frequency. (b)Since each spike is also part of a coding set for an individual image patch, which is here a stand-in for an arbitrary neural computational process, they can also be color coded by a particular process index in which they participate. The width of the bars indicates shows the spike generation intervals (delay+refractory) in which individual neurons are locked out from interference by other gamma modulators.
does not mean that a cell will produce a spike at any particular time while it is active, only that a 271 cell could be instantaneously modulated at that frequency and, if selected, could produce a spike.
272
The co-existence of frequencies has the consequences that all the basis functions cannot be ||ua|| has a SEM of
284
.007 using vectors normalized to unity. Consequently such a collision introduces a very small error 285 for one iteration.
286
Parameter sensitivity Table 1 Trial averaging vs population averaging Gamma frequencies are seen in some experiments
294
and not others, and the GSM model allows the evaluation of the extent to which gamma frequencies 295 are observable in the simulations. One distinct possibility for the differences that arise is that can be evident, whereas in trial averaging, they are usually nonexistent. Fig. 8a shows the spike 307 interval histogram for trial averaging exhibits the Poisson exponential decay with interval length.
308
This smooth decay is much less evident in Fig. 8b , which shows the residual effects of the gamma 309 modulation reveal themselves in periodic local maxima, as denoted by the figure's arrows.
310
The computation involved in computing the interval histogram in ensemble averaging (Fig. 8b) 
311
is straightforward in that all the delays for all the basis function for the total simulation time 
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The difference between trial averaging and ensemble averaging is also dramatic in the spectro-321 grams of the two cases. Figure 8c shows the spectrogram of the trial average case. In this figure   322 we have taken the same shortcut. As the simulation shows, the gamma power is all but absent 323 from the spectrogram. In contrast, Figure 8d shows the case where the spike averages are taken
324
by averaging responses in an ensemble simulation. In this simulation, the gamma power is very 325 evident.
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These comparisons are driven by the multiplexing hypothesis, which obviates the assumption 327 that the neural population in an ensemble obeys an ergodicity where repeatedly sampling one cell 328 is equivalent to sampling a population simultaneously. The simulation shows a very evident lack of 329 ergodicity, between these cases, but non-ergodic cases can be constructed in the ensemble averaging 
Discussion
333
The model's reconciliation of gamma and Poisson action potential observations is straightforward.
334
The modulation of the soma at gamma rates uses the somatic potential rise time to synchronize 
339
The focal premise of the paper is that cortical neural computation can be factored into inde- experiments.
400
In a classic monkey experiment by Moran and Desimone, a area V4 receptive field contained two here, their data analysis shows that the majority of the spikes are seen as not interpretable as task that is, the size of the coding pool is increased directly resulting in additional accuracy and an 432 increased probability of any particular neuron being included in a representation. The temporal rank order of spikes in 50 neurons from the 1000 from a particular simulation. Sixteen processes are color coded allowing the multiplexing of individual neurons to be made explicit. For example reading the output for neuron 1, there are spikes from five process, the third one is uses neuron 1 again in position 5 and the forth one in position 7. Neurons tend to be reused when their receptive fields are useful in representing the input.
